
Our Garden

One day we came outside and were surprised to see bags of clay in the
grass. We asked our teacher what they were for. She then informed us that
we were starting our own school garden. That day we started our long
process of planting our seeds. It was nice and sunny out that Thursday. We
planted all kinds of seeds such as winter squash and leeks. All the classes
joined in and offered help by planting the seeds. We filled the little pots with
soil then we put our small seeds in. We then tapped them on the table.
Afterwards we watered them. We were careful not to overwater the plants
because then they would drown.

The next week when we came back to school we started delivering the clay
from the big bags to the beds. Fifth and sixth class did this. We spent time
lifting the clay from the bag into the beds.

After some clay was in the beds the fifth and sixth class started painting the
beds blue.

After days of shoveling the clay into the
beds the bags were finally light enough
to lift. We worked together and heaved
the bags up and poured the clay into
the beds. The entire school was

.



delighted to see all of the clay in the beds. After all our hard work we had
started to see a result.  Then we raked the beds. This was very important
because otherwise the soil would be in clumps and not ideal for planting.
After we had raked the beds they were officially ready for plants.

So Rebecca had individually taken out each class to plant some plant in
the beds
Fifth class got to plant these really cool plants called runner beans.

And all the other classes planted some more cool plants like these
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Our garden looks really cool. I can't believe we have only just started
our long but exciting process of growing our garden.

This is what the entire garden
looks like so far:

We are so happy how our garden has turned out. We hope you like it too.
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